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In this paper, we prove a generalization of the familiar marriage theorem. 
One way of stating the marriage theorem is: Let G be a bipartite graph, with 
parts SI and S, . I f  A C S, and F(A) C S, is the set of neighbors of points in A, 
then a matching of G exists if and only if CzESZ min(l, j F-l(x) (7 A I) > / A : 
for each A C S1 . Our theorem is that k disjoint matchings of G exist if and only 
I&S, min (k, 1 F-l(x) n A ‘) > k ; A j for each A C S, . 
We wish to generalize the well-known marriage theorem for graphs, 
which states that a necessary and sufficient condition for a matching from S1 
to S, in the finite bipartite graph G (i.e., a l-1 function f from S, to S, 
satisfying f(a) = li 3 a is connected to b by an edge in G) is that, for any 
subset A of S, , 1 -F(A)1 2 j A j, where j 1 signifies cardinality, and F(d) = 
{x j for some a E A, a is connected to x in G). The name of the theorem comes 
from a nonmathematical interpretation: If, for any group of men chosen from 
some original selection, the number of girls at Least one of them is wihing 
to marry is at least as big as the number of men in the group, then all men 
In the selection can be married, consistent with their preferences and without 
bigamy. 
The condition i F(A)/ 2 I A j can more conveniently be stated (for our 
purposes): TLs, min(1, j F-l(x) n A 1) > i A I_ The equivalence can easily 
be seen, for the summation simply counts any point in S2 once if it is a member 
of P(A), and no times otherwise. 
Two matchings of G are disjoint if no edge of one is an edge of the other 
(i.e., ~3(sJ # fi(s3 for all s1 ES,). We note that a necessary condition for 
the existence of k pairwise disjoint matchings of G is: 
1 min(k, I P(X) n A I) 2 k / A j for any A CS,. (*> 
acs, 
For if S, has k disjoint matchings, then restricting to A gives us k disjoint 
matchings of A, which gives k 1 A j points of S, . Since these are mat~bi~gs~ 
no point of S, may occur more than k times, and each time matched from a 
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different element of S, by disjointness. It follows that if every point in S, 
is made available once for every point in A which is connected to it, up to a 
maximum of k, k j A j or more lines must be formed, which is what Eq. (*) 
says, We wish to prove that (*) is also a sufficient condition. For convenience, 
henceforth CeaSp min(k, / P-l(x) n A I) = L,(A), while k j A 1 = R,(A). 
We proceed by induction on both k and j G 1 (number of edges in G). 
Recall that k = 1 is the marriage theorem. 
We first assume that some point x0 in S, satisfies 1 F-r&J > k. By 
induction, if an edge can be deleted from G without violating (*), the smaller 
graph, and therefore the larger, will have k disjoint matchings. So we have 
difficulty only if removing any edge from G causes a violation. How can this 
happen? We know L,(A) > &(A). Clearly R,(A) cannot change (since no 
points of G have been eliminated) upon removal of an edge. What about 
L,(A)? This clearly can change onIy if, the edge removed being (0, x), u E S, , 
XE&, z! E A, and 1 P(X) n A / < k. Even in this case, L,(A) can decrease 
by only one. So, for (*) to be violated in the process, L,(A) = R,(A). We 
call a set A critical when this equality holds. For each Y E P-l(x,), by deleting 
the edge (v, x0), we get a critical set C, with v E C, and / Pl(x,,) n C, I < k. 
We digress at this point to establish some properties of critical sets. 
LEMMA 1. In a bipartite graph G satisfying (*), A C S, is called critical 
if equality holds in (*). Then, ifA and B are critical sets of G, 
(1) A u B is critical, 
(2) for any x ES, , if 1 F-l(x) n A j < j F-l(x) n B / < k, then 
j F-l(x) n (A u B)] < k. 
ProoJ: We know R,(A) + R,(B) = R,(A u B) + R,(A n B). Also, for 
anyxE&, 
min(k, / F-l(x) n A 1) + min(k, 1 F-l(x) n B 1) 
3 min(k, I P’(X) n (A u B)I) + min(k, j F-“(x) n (A n B)l) (**) 
(which is easily verified). In particular, if 1 F-r(x) II A 1 < / F-l(x) n B / < k 
while / F-l(x) n (A u B)I > k, then min(k, j P’(x) n A 1) + min(k, 
j F-l(x) n B I) = j F-l(x) n A 1 + / F-l(x) n B 1, while min(k, j F-l(x) n 
(A u B)]) + min(k, I F-l(x) n (A n B)j) -C j F-l(x) n (A u B)] + 1 F-l(x) n 
(A n B)l, whence the inequality in (**) is strict. Summing (* *) over S, , we 
get L,(A) + L,(B) 3 Lk(A u B) + L,(A n B), with inequality strict if 
conclusion 2 is false for any x E S, . 
But Ra(A u B) + Rk(A n B) = R,(A) + R,(B) = L,(A) + L,(B) (since 
A and B are critical) > L,(A u B) + L,(A n B). But, by (*), L,(A u B) > 
RK(A u B), and similarly for A n B. Consequently, we must have 
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) = &(A y j3) (so A v B is critical), .&(A n Bj = .&(A n 13)~ 
L,(A) + E,(B) = .&(A u B) + &(A n B), whence conclusiorr 2 flows. 
Returning to the main argument, we had constructed, for each v E F1(.qJ, 
a critical set C, with v E C, , / F-l(x,) n 6, 1 < k. By Lemma %, 
; P1(x,) n (U C,)] < k. But u C, -Z F-+& and / P(x,)’ = I F-‘(x0) % 
(iJ CO)1 < k, contradict.mg the assumption that 1 F1(x,)i > k. Thus, by 
induction on 1 G /, there must be k disjoint matchings of G. 
Next: suppose j F-l(x)] < k for all x E S, . Again, our mduction hypothesis 
would save us unless there were a critical set 6, with D E CQ for each edge 
(c, xj of G. Such an edge exists for each v E SI (consider (*) for A = (v>)$ 
whence t.J C, = S, , so S, is critical. Now we use induction on k, There exists 
a matching of G by the marriage theorem. What happens to L,(A) and &(A) 
if this matching is deleted from G? Since we now need only k - 1 matchings, 
we look at L,-,(A) and R,-,(A). If there is a matching M such that, if x E S2 f 
~ F-“(x)/ = k; then x is in range M, we get: 
I&(A) = C min((k - l)I F-;(x) n A 1) 
sss, 
3 (k - 1) I A I = &-,(A), 
where F is the adjacency function of G - 
Clearly, / F-‘(x) n A I < k - 1, since / F-l(x) n A I < j F;-“(X)] < k - E, 
as either 1 F-l(x)! < k - 1 or x E Range MT so I P(x)/ = / F-Q)1 - i < 
k - 1. By the induction hypothesis, &en, we need only Snd the matching M. 
&EMMA 2. I~Q matching M exists from 9; to S2 , md ~1 :nntching M’ exiucfs 
from S, C S2 to S, , then a mute&g M” exists from. Sl to S2 so the 
S, C Range IM”. 
Froqf. If S, C Range AI2 we are done. So Bet x E S, - Range M. 
Ml = ikf (v # M’(x)), Ml(M’(x)) = x. This is 
x 6 Range M, while (v, x) is an edge of G (since 
Repeat the same procedure with MI and x’ E S3 - Range n/r to get A&, ) etc. 
Since M’ is a matching, v cannot be M’(xl) and M’(x,Q for X, f x2 . 
Consequently, each pni, while adding a member of S, to Range M+s, 
cannot eliminate from Range A&,-, any of the points added by earlier I&< ~ 
Thus, by i = / S3 /, if not sooner, S3 C Range Mi . 
In view of this lemma, our proof will be complete if we can find a rnat~~~~~ 
A4 from S, = (X E S, j I F-l(x)1 = k) to S, . Let T’ = S1 - F-‘(T). Then for 
T c s, ) R,(T) f &(F-‘(Tj) = R&Y ) 1 , or -R,(T) = I&.(&) - R,(P1(T)))). 
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Now> -US,) - k I T I = Czes, min(k, j F(x)/) - COET 1 F(x)\ (since 
T_CS,) = c I I+l(x)l - 2 ) F-‘(x)] 
SE s, XET 
since S, is critical. So &(SJ - k \ T j >, Lk(Sl) - k ] F(T)\, k 1 F-l(T)/ 2 
k 1 T ]. Since T C S3 is arbitrary, this is exactly the marriage theorem 
condition for a matching in G from S, to S, , which completes the proof. 
